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Abstract
This Agency Report outlines the performance of
social media management (SMM) agencies in 2021.

As the economy and everyday life found their new
equilibrium over the past year, interesting new
trends and business models for SMM agencies have
emerged.

In the face of sweeping pandemic, 30% of
independent professionals quit or left their job to
start their own agency or freelance shop.

Now in the wake of our “new normal”, 36% of
freelancers are going full-time, up from a pre-
pandemic 28%, and contributing to a gross
domestic product (GDP) of $1 trillion - that’s a lot of
gross product

Alongside this shift in the workforce are
developments in technology that create
opportunities to build new connections and
clients.

This year we’ve seen the number of companies
that want to hire agencies double (27%), a
trend that will be continued in the future as the
freelance economy grows each year.

These smaller, more specialized agencies are
hardworking, creative, and dedicated to finding
smart solutions to difficult problems, as this
report will highlight.
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We looked at the performance of over 1,000
agencies and identified four major themes that
stood out among the top 75 (about 7%).

In this report, we’ll be highlighting the general
tools, features, and best practices these top-
performing agencies are using to grow and
scale their business.

When applied thoughtfully, the insights offered
within this report can transform how an agency
operates.

We hope that sharing these findings and best
practices will help other agencies thrive. Here’s
to creating a $2 trillion market in 2022!
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Verticalization
The clearest and most effective trend we’ve seen in
the top percentile is a shift to specializing in
specific markets, also known as verticalization,
because their industry knowledge and strategies
provide value for other businesses in those
industries.

By specializing, these agencies scale their value
using the efficiency tools mentioned later in this
report. In fact, for every client that a generalized
agency added in 2021, a verticalized agency
added fourteen.

Because many of the content and lead acquisition
strategies apply broadly to these markets, brand
managers are able to handle 1.6x more client load
while charging a higher retainer due to their
specialization and thought leadership.

Noticeable areas of specialization this year are
fitness, food and beverage, healthcare, and real
estate markets due to their sheer market size
and franchise modeling alongside a reliance on
social media.
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Case Study: Winterbourne

Winterbourne Digital specializes in serving
martial arts studios, who typically lack the tools
and expertise with SEO and social media
marketing to grow their businesses.

By applying their expertise, they provide honed
marketing strategies, web design, and tracking
to deliver desperately needed results: client
acquisition that scales. Check out their stats:

• Clients Per Account Manager: 116

• Content Items: 184,410

• Social Media Posts Per Year: 44,782
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Scaling SMM Efforts

Agencies are finding success filling positions
where they drive innovation, help businesses
communicate better and reduce the cost of
acquiring new customers to grow rapidly.

In 2021, the top agencies started the year with
an average of 15 clients and ended with 58,
outpacing average growth by 35 to 1.

Interestingly, team sizes for these agencies
were on average only two times larger. Usage
data shows that leveraging efficiency and
automation tools allowed these teams to
automate and scale their efforts while rapidly
growing their client base.
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Scalability is at its best when you get the maximum
return from minimal resources. Agencies built to
scale recognize this and build clear workflows to
create space for them to operate more efficiently
and effectively.

Scalability also opens doors to creativity. When
systems become more simplified and streamlined,
less time is prioritized focusing on the operational
side of the business and more is spent on delivering
results.

This is underscored by the fact that the top
performing small and mid-sized agencies are able
to manage more brands per brand manager.
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How They Did It
To reach these levels of efficiency, agencies
take full advantage of software to curate,
schedule, and manage campaigns and content.

We’ve found the most impactful tools in terms
of scalability are bulk importing and automatic
content scheduling, coupled with strategic use
of content libraries to streamline workflows.

Regardless of the software stack being used,
the common theme is focusing on workflows
allowing brand managers to focus on higher
level efforts, like fine-tuning campaigns, long-
term planning, and experimentation.
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Strategic Content Library
Social media is a hungry beast requiring constant
feeding, but keeping track of that much content is
a job in itself.

Top agencies realize this and leverage tools like
siloed workspaces, category tagging, and
automatic drip scheduling that allow them to
streamline their content management.

The most effective application of this is to establish
weekly recurring themes or topics, create a
category or “hopper” for that topic, then use an
automation tool to pull and post from that
category at a scheduled day and time.
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Auto Importing & Bulk Management
To save time and energy, top agencies use
spreadsheet, cloud-based storage, and RSS import
tools with bulk operations to automate and
manage content.

Automatic Scheduling
The top agencies are strategic with content and set
up regular schedules to drip content throughout
the week. This lets them schedule months of
content in advance, allowing them to focus on
campaign management and performance
monitoring.

By removing the friction between content creation,
uploading, and scheduling, agencies spend more
time on post quality rather than volume, which
we’ll explore next.
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Client Involvement
In the world of social media marketing, there’s a
pervasive “more is better” mentality when it comes
to posting.

However, we see that the top 7% of agencies post
36% less per client than the remaining 93%. This
underscores that a “better is better” approach to
content creation is worth the effort.

Successful campaigns are thoughtfully planned
with the customer in mind and have a strategic
purpose with measurable outcomes.

On top of this, these agencies embrace and
automate client involvement to ensure the right
messages are being communicated at the right
times.
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How They Did It
Since “make better content” is lazy advice, let’s
explore the features our agency customers
used to create content that works for their
client’s audiences.

Client Access
Top agencies had 56% more client access to
their management platform. Why? Because
getting their clients involved meant offloading
work, speeding up approvals, and delivering
stronger content.

Client Approvals
Agencies that invite their clients to the
platform also utilize a software-assisted
approvals process. This allows them to keep
their clients involved and iterate on content to
deliver the best message possible.
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Consistent Post Scheduling
By working with their clients to establish themes,
the top- performing agencies hone in on the best
times to post throughout the week and work with
their clients to keep those schedules filled with
content. Building a brand and an audience takes
time, and consistent, quality posting is one of the
major drivers for growth.
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DIY SaaS

Perhaps the most interesting trend that has
emerged is the DIY SaaS model agencies use to
create multiple scalable profit centers with a
white labeled software as the backbone.

A business using this model manages direct
clients while also selling access to their white-
labeled software and resources others can use
to manage their clients.

This lets them create scalable revenue as a
SaaS agency without the overhead or resources
typically required with SaaS businesses.
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How They Did It
While the implementation of this model differs
between agencies, they can be generalized with
these four steps.

Agencies using this model integrate a white-
labeled software into their brand as a value
offering, usually alongside other resources or
support.

On top of this, these agencies also leverage on-
boarding automation and workflows to get
their new subscribers up to speed on how to use
the software successfully.
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Case Study: Spin Nest Marketing

Spin Nest Marketing is a boutique creative
agency helping new and growing brands
develop marketing strategies and provide a
creative spin to print, web, mobile, multimedia,
and marketing communications.

They leverage white-labeled software to create
additional profit centers by offering
subscription-based access to their software
with up-sell opportunities that add value.

“We currently offer different social media
subscriptions, one of which includes an SMM
platform for customers to utilize. We'll upload
the content directly to the platform and our
customers can schedule it themselves, or we'll
schedule it for them for an additional fee."
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Conclusion
Building and growing a digital marketing agency
requires time, persistence, and flexibility.

Reflecting on 2021 has revealed interesting business
model trends and established best practices for
building and growing a marketing agency.

We hope these insights help you take specific
actions to make your business thrive. By focusing
on scalability, client integration, specializing, and
expanding your service offerings you too can take
your agency into the top 7%.

To learn more about how Cloud Campaign can
integrate into your business, shoot us a note at
sales@cloudcampaign.io.
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